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“This land doesn't belong to us. 
This land belongs to seven 
generations down the road. I pray 
that the water that we drink, the 
water that we swim in, will be 
there for our great great great
grandchildren. As well as all over 
the world. I pray that the land that 
we walk on, the trees that we 
enjoy, will be there for our 
generations to come. These 
things, they all come together 
with health. Health of humans. 
Health of the animals. And health 
of the Mother Earth”

Closing Prayer by Okanagan Nation Elder, 
Grouse Barnes, at the 2015 International 
Conference on Health Promoting Universities 
and Colleges
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67,000 students (Vancouver: 55k; Okanagan: 11k)

18,000 faculty and staff

20,000 community residents on University lands

500 buildings 

$3 billion annual budget

2 main campuses

1,000 acres on the traditional, ancestral, and 

unceded territory of the Musqueam people

500 acres on the traditional, ancestral, and unceded 

territory of the Okanagan Nation

UBC AT A GLANCE
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Vision

Health promoting universities and colleges transform the health and sustainability 
of our current and future societies, strengthen communities and contribute to the 
wellbeing of people, places and the planet.

Okanagan Charter: An International Charter for Health 
Promoting Universities & Colleges
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Positively impact students, faculty, and staff through core activities and specific interventions

Join up with the Health Promoting Schools movement 

Benefit local community through citizen engagement, community service, co-created research

Contribute to long-term population health through education, research, and knowledge 
exchange

Enhance a campuses’ core business of achievement, performance, productivity, and 
reputation

Steward our significant building stock, land, and biodiversity located on campuses

Facilitate ‘future-shaping’ of students, staff, and faculty to act as local and global citizens

A commitment by campuses to promote health and wellbeing can 
maximize opportunities to

Dooris (2022); Dolf & Dooris (Accepted)
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Vision

Health promoting universities and colleges transform the health and sustainability 
of our current and future societies, strengthen communities and contribute to the 
wellbeing of people, places and the planet.

Calls to Action

1. To embed health into all aspects of campus culture, across the 
administration, operations and academic mandates.

2. To lead health promotion action and collaboration locally and globally.

Okanagan Charter: An International Charter for Health 
Promoting Universities & Colleges
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Campuses as Living Labs

Indigenous Campus Living 
Laboratory at xʷc̓ic̓əsəm Garden

Inclusive, climate and COVID-
resilient outdoor learning space

Food Hub Market
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UBC Wellbeing Spotlight
Kaitlin Wu | 5th year UBC student | Student Director of the Food Hub Market
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Vision

Health promoting universities and colleges transform the health and sustainability 
of our current and future societies, strengthen communities and contribute to the 
wellbeing of people, places and the planet.

Calls to Action

1. To embed health into all aspects of campus culture, across the administration, 
operations and academic mandates.

2. To lead health promotion action and collaboration locally and globally.

Okanagan Charter: An International Charter for Health Promoting 
Universities & Colleges
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Health Promoting Universities milestones: timeline of key publications, 
conferences, and networks

1986 Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion
1994/5 First HPU initiatives established at universities of Lancaster & Central Lancashire, UK
1995 German HPU network established
1996 International HPU Conference, Lancaster, UK
1998 WHO publishes “HPUs: Concept, Experience & Framework for Action”
2003 I International HPU Congress, Ibero-American network established
2005 II International HPU Congress & Edmonton Charter
2006 UK & Spanish HPU networks established
2007 Ibero-American HPU network expanded to include Spain and Portugal
2009 Austrian & Swiss HPU networks established
2014 ASEAN HPU network established
2015 VII International HPU Congress & Okanagan Charter, New Zealand HPU network established
2016 International HPU steering group and Canadian HPU network established
2018 Irish HPU network established
2019 International HPU Symposium, Rotorua, New Zealand
2020 USA HPU network established
2022 International HPU Symposium, Montreal, Canada

Dolf & Dooris (in press)
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42 Campuses
7 Organizations

CANADIAN
Okanagan Charter Signatories

Canadian Health Promoting Campuses Network
chpcn.ca
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Principles

1. Use a settings-based and whole system approaches

2. Act on an existing social responsibility

3. Ensure a comprehensive and campus-wide approach

4. Utilize participatory approaches and engage the voice of students and others

5. Develop interdisciplinary collaboration and cross-sectoral partnerships

6. Promote research, innovation, and evidence-informed action

7. Build on strengths

8. Value local and indigenous communities, context and priorities

Okanagan Charter: An International Charter for Health 
Promoting Universities & Colleges
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Paradigm shifts with a ‘Health Promoting University’ 
approach

Settings 

/ 

Determinants 

of health

Self-care 

/ 

Individual 

behaviours

Adapted from Dooris (2004, 2009); Squires & London (2021); Dolf & Dooris (in press)
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Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (WHO 1986)

Health Promotion is 

“the process of enabling people to 
increase control over the determinants of 
health and thereby improve their health”

- - -

“Health is created and lived by people 
within the settings of their everyday life; 
where they learn, work, play and love” 
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Settings & Systems–
based Approach

“If the frogs in a pond 
started behaving 
strangely, our first reaction 
would not be to punish 
them or even to treat 
them. Instinctively, we'd 
wonder what was going 
on in the pond.”
DAN REIST, UVIC, CANADIAN INSTITUTE FOR 
SUBSTANCE USE RESEARCH
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Wellbeing and learning environments
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Paradigm shifts with a ‘Health Promoting University’ 
approach

Needs

Deficits

Problems

Pathogenic 
approach

Capabilities

Assets

Potentials

Salutogenic 
approach

Dooris et al (2022); Waterworth & Thorpe (2017) Dolf & Dooris (in press)

Regenerative
approach

Restore 

human and 

ecological 

wellbeing 

together
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Shift emphasis from harm reduction to net positive (human & ecological)
→ e.g., from “treating mental illness” to “promoting mental health”

Leave people and nature better off than how we find them 
→ restoring, reciprocating, flourishing 

Force us to think of place and local context when designing solutions

Emphasize systems and interconnections 
→ focus on a working whole rather than individual parts

Make community and stakeholder engagement an essential ingredient
→ stakeholders become co-designers in the processes

Salutogenic & Regenerative Sustainability Approaches
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“At UBC, sustainability means simultaneous improvement in human and 

environmental wellbeing, not just reductions in damage or harm. By 2035, 

such regenerative sustainability is embedded across the University throughout 

teaching, learning, research, partnerships, operations and infrastructure, and 

the UBC community.”

UBC 20-YEAR SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY, 2015 

A “regenerative” approach to sustainability and wellbeing
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By 2035, UBC’s buildings will 
make net positive contributions 
to human and natural systems.

GREEN BUILDING ACTION PLAN
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Movement Break

Featuring Abishek from the UBC Move U Crew
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Paradigm shifts with a ‘Health Promoting University’ 
approach

Whole campus 
community

/
Students, staff, 

faculty, 
community

Student

focused

Adapted from Dooris (2004, 2009); Squires & London (2021); Dolf & Dooris (in press)
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UBC’s approach 
to Wellbeing
A collaborative effort to make the 

University a better place to live, work 

and learn through a whole systems 

and settings-based approach to 

embedding wellbeing across our 

campuses

> wellbeing.ubc.ca
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The university-wide Wellbeing Initiative is students, sta!, 
faculty, senior administration, and neighbours working 
together, informed by unique campus contexts. 

Guiding principles
BE A CATALYST
Enabling, connecting, facilitating

CREATE AN INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY  
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Everyone has something to o!er

USE SCHOLARLY METHODS
In teaching, learning, research and 
development

ADVANCE “CAMPUS AS A LIVING LAB” 
To include health, wellbeing and sustainability 
of people and environments

FORGE PARTNERSHIPS
Among individuals, units, and organizations
Across campuses
With students, sta!, faculty, community

Community
5,145 Faculty

10,110 Sta!

59,700 Students

–  1,340 Aboriginal students  
–   12,000 International students 

from 139 countries

19,000 UTown@UBC Community 
Residents

300,000+ Alumni

Research
$2.1 billion annual operating budget

$564 million research funding

Campuses
400 hectare Vancouver Campus 
located on the traditional, ancestral 
and unceded territory of the 
Musqueam people

209 hectare Okanagan Campus 
located on the traditional, ancestral 
and unceded territory of the 
Okanagan Nation

“Let us find a way to belong to this time and 
place together. Our future, and the wellbeing 
of all our children rests with the kind of 
relationships we build today.” 
Chief Dr. Robert Joseph,  
Ambassador for Reconciliation Canada

wellbeing.ubc.ca

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

What does wellbeing mean 
to you?

How can we build healthier and 
happier campus communities? 

What should our wellbeing 
priorities be at UBC? 

How would you like 
to be involved?

Fostering a  
cultural shift
Universities have a mandate to use best 
evidence and create new knowledge, 
technologies and practices of benefit for 
their campus communities and the world. 

By embarking on a long-term Wellbeing 
Initiative, UBC is committing to an 
internal cultural shift where human and 
ecological wellbeing is valued as a deeply 
held commitment and a lens for decision-
making and daily activities. 

Vancouver Campus

UNIVERSITY-WIDE GUIDING FRAMEWORK

Okanagan Campus

Senior Leadership Workshop
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✓ Include Wellbeing in the University’s strategic planning process 

✓ Implement actions in six priority areas: Built & Natural Environments, Food & Nutrition, 
Mental Health & Resilience, Physical Activity, Social Connection, and Collaborative 
Leadership

✓ Invest resources into strategic supports for faculties, administrative units, and our 
community to facilitate UBC-wide action on wellbeing

✓ Evaluate and report on outcomes annually

✓ Collaborate with community members to embed wellbeing into organizational plans, 
academic and operational policies, practices, workplans, and everyday decision 
making

✓ Convene conversations and share best practices across Canadian and international 
campuses

UBC’S COMMITMENTS TO THE OKANAGAN CHARTER
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UBC is a health and wellbeing 
promoting university where all 
people, places, and communities 
can flourish

UBC’s
Commitment 
to Wellbeing

wellbeing.ubc.ca
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A holistic, whole 
university approach 
to promoting 
wellbeing
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https://wellbeing.ubc.ca/framework/wellbeing-strategic-framework-roadmap

https://wellbeing.ubc.ca/framework/wellbeing-strategic-framework-roadmap
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30-minute virtual mental health literacy training developed by UBC HR’s Health, 
Wellbeing & Benefits team, specifically for UBC’s 5,000 leaders

Required training designed for new and existing faculty and staff with supervisory responsibilities 
to build mental health literacy in the workplace

Interactive content and design that aligns with institutional priorities to advance truth and 
reconciliation, inclusive excellence, anti-racism, and wellbeing

Supporting Mental Health in the Workplace for Managers 
and Supervisors
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Activate Wellbeing Toolkit

https://wellbeing.ubc.ca/awt

https://wellbeing.ubc.ca/awt
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Paradigm shifts with a ‘Health Promoting University’ 
approach

Collaborative 

leadership + 

community 

empowerment

Top-down 

leadership 

commitment & 

centralised

management

Adapted from Dooris (2004, 2009); Squires & London (2021); Dolf & Dooris (accepted)
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Community development – works with students, staff, faculty, and other community 
members to improve the wellbeing of our campus community

Foundation for UBC Wellbeing – Identifies priorities and builds effective collaborations 
across the Okanagan campus

A model for implementing the Okanagan Charter – Conducts community-based 
participatory action research to enhance campus health

Stimulates innovation - Engages the campus community to develop evidence-based 
solutions to drive system transformation.

Driver of change - Strengthens capacity and partnerships to achieve the goals of a 
Healthy Campus and Wellbeing Strategic Framework

Campus Health VOICE Project
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UBC Wellbeing
Partnerships and 
Collaboration 
System-wide: 
Vancouver + 
Okanagan

HR Health, 
Wellbeing, & 

Benefits 
UBCV
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Our overarching goal in the Student Strategic Plan is to establish an environment 
in which students at UBC can access all that UBC has to offer, develop in personally 
meaningful ways, and build competencies that enable them to improve the world. 

There are 3 student commitments, each with objectives to support the student mission: 
full participation, personal growth, and purposeful contribution

1. Transformative learning reinforced through local and global engagement

2. Wellbeing for people, places, and our planet

a. I feel included, supported, and respected in my university interactions
b. I have the knowledge and resilience to care for myself and those around me
c. I believe that I can influence change and have a positive impact in the world

3. Connections within and across campuses and communities

Student Strategic Plan (launched in 2022)
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UBC’s people plan speaks to how the university intends to be a first-choice place 
for faculty and staff to meet their greatest potential. It identifies four “catalyst” 
areas, as well as focus and actions required to move towards our targets.

1. I am part of a diverse, inclusive, safe and vibrant workplace

2. I can grow my career

3. I am shaping the future of research, teaching and work

4. I am inspired by diverse leaders who live UBC’s values

Focus on People 2025
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UBC Wellbeing Spotlight
Lauren Lee | Workplace Wellbeing Associate | UBC Human Resources
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Public health & 
SDG agenda

———

People, Place,

Planet

Institutional 

mandate 
———

Teaching, 

Learning, 

Research

Paradigm shifts with a ‘Health Promoting University’ 
approach
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Indigenous
● 1st university in North America to commit to 

implementing UNDRIP

● Indigenous Strategic Plan with 43 
commitments in all aspects of university

● Indigenous Residential School History & 
Dialogue Centre + Apology

Health & Wellbeing
● 1st campus to sign Okanagan Charter

● 900 researchers and 2,000 courses with 
health and wellbeing content

● Wellbeing Strategic Framework with 2025 
targets in 12 areas

Sustainability & Climate
● Ranked #1 University in the world 

on climate action by Times Higher Ed

● Climate Emergency Declaration

● Commitment to divest from fossil fuels

Equity & Inclusion
● Inclusion Action Plan

● Anti-racism Action Plan

People
● UBC recognized as one of BC’s Top Employers

● Focus on People Plan

Commitment to People, Places & Planet at UBC

http://content.eluta.ca/top-employer-ubc/
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MULTISOLVING
Flower

Climate 
protection

Health & 
wellbeing 

Equity, diversity 
& inclusion

Indigenous 
human rights, 

decolonization, & 
reconciliation

Economic
Student 

experience 

Advances Climate Plan by ...

Advances Affordability 
Plan by ...

Advances Inclusion 
Action Plan by ...

Advances Wellbeing Strategic 
Framework by ...

Advances Indigenous 
Strategic Plan by ...

Advances Student Strategic 
Plan by ...

Project / 
Initiative
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20 Year Sustainability Plan
Climate Emergency Plan
Infrastructure Development: Learning Space Design Guidelines
Learning Spaces at UBC
Okanagan Campus Plan
Vancouver Campus Plan
Transportation Plan
UBC GamePlan: Recreation and Athletics Facilities
UBC Green Building Plan
UBC Housing Action Plan
UBC Land Use Plan
UBC Neighbourhood Plans
UBC Public Realm Plan
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Campuses as 
Mother Trees?
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Reflection

Take 1 minute. Did any of the paradigm shifts related to implementing the Okanagan 
Charter resonate with you?

Did anything inspire you to reach out to someone new to partner in promoting 
health and wellbeing on your campus?

Write down one thing you will do this week to put that into action.


